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All SEES Company's home cleaning and skin care products are made in
Finland using ingredients of highest quality and world renown Finnish
design.

SEES was born out of a desire to create a range of products that cater to
all senses in everyday life. The aesthetics, clean and ecological
ingredients and carefully selected fragrance combinations are the key
elements of SEES Company.

All SEES products are non-toxic and contain no artificial ingredients. The
fragrances are combinations of essential oils selected through a long
and careful product development process. All fragrances carry a
particular positive effect to our wellbeing - either by refreshing,
strengthening or relaxing the mind.

The product range includes laundry vinegars, textile sprays, essential
oils, candles, hand soaps, skin oils, cleaning sprays for kitchen and
sauna, shampoo, conditioner and shower gel.
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SEES laundry vinegar is a high-quality fabric softener suitable for white and colored
laundry. It is made in Finland from the purest ingredients and contains no artificial
fragrances, dyes or preservatives. The product is biodegradable, vegan and contains
only pure aromas of essential oils and spirits vinegar.

Laundry vinegar has been used in Finland as a fabric softener for more than a
hundred years. Add it to the fabric softener compartment of a washing machine. It
closes textile fibers maintaining the textile's colours and preventing dirt and dust
from sticking. While most fabric softeners obscure unpleasant odors, laundry
vinegar neutralizes them. Vinegar also improves the absorbency of towels and other
soft textiles.

The scent of vinegar disappears completely as the textile dries, leaving only a clean
and mild scent of essential oils. Laundry vinegar extends the life of the garment,
removes electricity, keeps the colors bright and even cleans the washing machine.
Chemical-free SEES laundry vinegars do not strain nature.

Fragrance options:

SEES LAUNDRY VINEGAR No. 1 SERENE BERGAMOT & LEMON
SEES LAUNDRY VINEGAR No. 2 CALMING  LAVENDER & PEPPERMINT
SEES LAUNDRY VINEGAR No. 3 REFRESHING  PINE & ORANGE
SEES LAUNDRY VINEGARNo. 4 STRENGTHENING, EUCALYPTUS & ROSEMARY
SEES LAUNDRY VINEGAR No. 5 FRESH, GRAPEFRUIT & NEROLI

(Use: 2-3 capfuls as a natural fabric softener. 500 ml bottle)

MOQ: 10 pcs per scent

SEES LAUNDRY VINEGAR
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Biodegradable, vinegar-based SEES textile spray neutralizes odors of smelly
clothes, shoes and home textiles. It is very useful also for neutralizing odors
in cars and sports garments.

SEES textile spray contains spirits vinegar and pure aromas of essential
oils. The product is biodegradable, vegan and does not contain artificial
fragrances, dyes or preservatives. Very ample.

The scent of vinegar disappears as the textile dries, leaving only a clean and
mild scent of essential oils.

SEES Textile sprays:

SEES TEXTILE SPRAY No. 1 SERENE BERGAMOT & LEMON
SEES TEXTILE SPRAY No. 2  FRESH ORANGE & PEPPERMINT

500ml 
MOQ: 10 pcs per scent

SEES TEXTILE SPRAY
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SEES essential oils are high-quality natural oils manufactured by cold pressing or steam
distillation from different parts of the flowers of genuine plants.

Essential oils can be used in a diffuser to purify room air and create a desired atmosphere and to
relax or brighten the mind. Essential oils are also suitable for steam fragrances, aromatherapy,
home cleaning and cosmetics.

Undiluted and 100% authentic essential oils.

SEES Essential oils:

SEES ESSENTIAL OIL No. 1 TEA TREE, 10 ml
SEES ESSENTIAL OIL No. 2 LAVENDER, 10 ml
SEES ESSENTIAL OIL No. 3 EUCALYPTUS , 10 ml
SEES ESSENTIAL OIL No. 4 LEMON, 10 ml

Essential oils, 10 ml
MOQ: 10 pcs per scent
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A diffuser for essential oils, handmade in Finland. 

Each aroma stone is unique, made a small local pottery with a production method that makes it
perfect for diffusing essential oils. 

The stone absorbs oils quickly and evaporates them slowly, diffusing valuable aromatic scents
for a pleasant ambience with different qualities depending on the oil used. An aroma stone is a
great option when you don't want an electric diffuser or an oil burner, both of which need
attention to be safe. It's also ecological and easy to move around; keep in the car, take along
when travelling (with jetlag, just add some lavender oil and say hello to the Sandman), use in the
bathroom or guest toilet etc. If you are a beauty or massage therapist, for example, many clients
will appreciate this aromatic experience; easy to put away if somebody doesn't want it around.

Use the aroma stone with pure essential oils, which have different properties depending on the
oil: uplifting, calming, antiseptic etc. 
Add 3–5 drops of essential oil of your choice, repeat after a few hours if desired. It's not as
effective as an electric aroma diffuser or humidifier, but more than enough to diffuse essential
oils in an average room.

Aromastone white
MOQ: 10 stones
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SEES skin oils are made in Finland from high-quality grape-seed oils
fragranced with only natural essential oils. The skin oils meet the
standards for natural cosmetics, are chemical-free and contain no artificial
fragrances, dyes or preservatives. All SEES products are developed with no
animal testing.

Grape-seed skin oils are effective skin moisturizers, that are especially
suitable for dry skin, prevention of pregnancy scars, massage, baby
massage and aromatherapy. The oil contains flavonoids and vitamin E,
that soften and revitalize skin effectively. Absorbs very well.

SEES skin oils:

SEES SKIN OIL No. 1 SERENE BERGAMOT & LEMON  
(Unisex fragrance)

SEES SKIN OIL No. 2 NURTURING NEROLI 
(Flowery and citric fragrance, for women)

SEES SKIN OIL No. 3 CLEAN FRAGRANCE FREE
(Also suitable for children's skin and baby massage)

MOQ: 10 pcs per scent

SEES SKIN OILS
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SEES soy wax candles are made of pure and ecological soy wax, which
releases significantly less toxins into the room air than traditional stearin
candles. SEES soy wax candles are handmade in Finland and therefore each of
them is unique - the wick may be slightly tilted and the wax surface uneven.

SEES soy wax candle No. 2 Fragrance free, burning time approx. 25 h

MOQ: 10 pcs per scent

SOY WAX CANDLE
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This liquid soap is made with pure essential oils, without any artificial
fragrances. It's biodegradable and ecological, yet an effective detergent for
daily handwashing. It eliminates germs and unpleasant odours such as fish
and onion while leaving hands soft and mildly scented. 

SEES bioderadable liquid soap No. 1 Cedar & orange has notes of fresh, woody
cedar, sweet orange, lavender and rosemary. SEES bioderadable liquid soap
No. 2 Teatree & rosemary has notes of fresh tea tree and woody rosemary. 

It took some time to develop these scent combinations, but it was worth the
effort: the essential oils used deliver their benefits also to your mind, not only
hands. These blends are uplifting and makes daily handwashing something to
look forward to and enjoy.

BIODEGRADABLE LIQUID SOAP:

SEES bioderadable liquid soap No. 1 Cedar & orange, 500 ml 
SEES bioderadable liquid soap No.  2 Teatree & rosemary,  500 ml

MOQ: 10 pcs

HAND SOAPS
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Strengthens and cares for your hair - without silicones or parabens.

Gentle and strengthen your hair without straining nature. The biodegradable
shampoo increases the natural shine and vitality of the hair while
strengthening the hair. This shampoo is an eco-friendly choice that is suitable
for both home and cottage. 

It is made without artificial fragrances using only genuine essential oils of
cedar, orange, lavender and rosemary. The scent is a sophisticated
combination of fresh coniferous forest and citrus. Essential oils refresh and
relax the mind during hair washing and activate blood circulation to the scalp.

The main scents of the shampoo are fresh cedar, which mixes with the sweet
orange. Lavender brings a sophisticated aftertaste to the shampoo along with
rosemary. The biodegradable shampoo is scented only with genuine essential
oils, which makes it valuable and of excellent quality.

BIODEGRADABLE SHAMPOO:

SEES bioderadable shampoo No. 1 Cedar & orange, 500 ml

MOQ: 10 pcs

SHAMPOO
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Moisturizing and strengthening conditioner for your hair. Sulfate-free and
silicone-free.

The conditioner contains heather extract, which strengthens the hair and
supports its natural shine. The conditioner moisturizes the hair and removes
electricity, leaving the hair looking more vibrant. This biodegradable
conditioner is a more environmentally friendly choice and doesn’t burden
nature. So you can pamper your hair without worries, both at home and at
home. 

The product is made without artificial fragrances and chemicals.
The world of fragrances is created only by genuine essential oils that refresh
and relax the mind during hair washing. The main aromas are fresh and
generous rosemary, which mixes with moisturizing heather. Genuine rosemary
essential oil refreshes the hair wash. 

This biodegradable conditioner is suitable for all hair types, including those
that follow the curly girl method. Made from very high quality raw materials
and contains nothing extra. Good for hair, mind and nature.

SEES bioderadable conditioner No. 1 Heather & rosemary, 300 ml

MOQ: 9 pcs

CONDITIONER
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This body wash is made with pure essential oils, without any artificial
fragrances. It's biodegradable and ecological, gentle on the skin and also
suitable for washing your hair. 

It has notes of fresh, woody cedar, sweet orange, lavender and rosemary - the
same beloved fragrance as in SEES Biodegradable Liquid Soap No 1, just
slightly milder. It took some time to develop this combination, but it was worth
the effort: the essential oils used deliver their benefits to your mind and body
alike. This blend is uplifting and makes your daily shower ritual something to
look forward to and enjoy. 

Made in Finland, vegan, with moisturising ingredients. No parabens and
colourants.

BIODEGRADABLE BODY WASH:

SEES bioderadable body wash No. 1 Cedar & orange,  500 ml

MOQ: 10 pcs 500 ml bottles

BODY WASH
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ALL-PURPOSE CLEANING SPRAY
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SEES all-purpose cleaning spray is made of plant-based ingredients for
efficient daily cleaning of home surfaces in kitchen, bathroom and
elsewhere. This soda-based spray, scented with natural essential oils, is
made in Finland without artificial ingredients and is biodegradable.

The sophisticated scent of bergamot combined with fresh lemon brings
home a luxurious and clean scent while efficiently cleaning home surfaces.
Citric essential oils stimulate senses and refresh the mind. Lemon essential
oil is naturally antibacterial.

SEES all-purpose cleaning spray is a safe choice for families with children
and for people with allergies who want to reduce the chemical load in their
home.

Free of zeolite, phosphate, artificial colors, artificial fragrances and
preservatives.

All purpose cleaning spray, 500 ml
MOQ: 10 psc 



DISH WASH SPRAY
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The sprayable hand dish wash liquid makes washing dishes easy and
fast. Foaming dishwashing liquid effectively removes grease and food
residues from dishes. It is biodegradable, so it is suitable for washing
dishes both in the city and in the cottage. The dishwashing detergent is
easily rinsed off, leaving the dishes clean and clear.

The fruity and fresh scent of SEES Dish wash No.1 comes from genuine
blood orange essential oil. Blood orange is said to soothe and relax, but
at the same time refresh the mood. 

The luxurious dishwashing liquid is also suitable for cleaning kitchen
surfaces and the dining table. Wipe stubborn food and grease stains
without burdening your home with unnecessary chemicals. Made in
Finland.

Free of zeolite, phosphate, artificial colors, artificial fragrances and
preservatives.

Dish wash spary blood orange, 500 ml
MOQ: 10 psc 



SAUNA WASH
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Ecological detergent for sauna and shower room.

Biodegradable SEES Sauna wash is an easy way to wash sauna - as
well as shower room tiles and glass doors. The spray bottle makes
washing faster and easier, and there is no need for strong scrubbing.

The essential oils of lemon and eucalyptus refresh the sauna - and
refresh the mind of the person washing it. 100% biodegradable.

Free of zeolite, phosphate, artificial colors, artificial fragrances and
preservatives.

Sauna wash eucalyptus & lemon, 500 ml
MOQ: 10 pcs
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Product line with forest microbes.
 The product range is inspired by the pure and beautiful virgin forests of Finland.

Contains forest dust with the forest microbe extract Re-Connecting Nature®,
developed at the Universities of Tampere and Helsinki 

to strengthen the immune system.
 



SHEA BUTTER  
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2-in-1: Forest Bath + Shea Butter

Shea butter with forest microbes as a face cream works in two ways:
Face cream contains forest dust, also known as Reconnecting Nature ™
microbial extract that is the result of research at the Universities of
Helsinki and Tampere. It has been studied to help support the body's
microbiome when applied through the skin. 

SEES Shea butter is the salvation of dry skin. Nutritious shea butter is
rich in fatty acids, vitamins and antioxidants. Vitamins E and F help your
skin regenerate. It is nature's own cream, obtained from the nuts of the
butter tree. Shea butter helps protect the skin from heat, frost and wind.

Shea butter with forest microbes, 60ml
MOQ: 10 pcs



FACIAL MASK
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3-in-1: Mask + forest bath + exfoliation for the face

The face mask contains Finnish, biodynamic honey of Hikiän, the
cultivation of which is based on the sustainable use of natural
resources. Honey effectively moisturizes the skin and white clay
absorbs skin impurities. 

Forest dust, also known as Reconnecting Nature ™ microbial extract, is
the result of research at the Universities of Helsinki and Tampere. It has
been studied to help support the body's microbiome when applied
through the skin. 

The face mask has a huge number of forest microbes and the use of
the product supports the strengthening of the human connection with
nature. The face mask is also suitable for exfoliation. The product's
native dried herbs exfoliate dead skin cells when you gently massage
your face with your fingertips at the end of the treatment.

Facial mask with forest microbes, 60 ml
MOQ: 10 pcs



BATH SALT

Aromatherapy bath salt 

The essential oils of the bath salt relax the mind and the mineral salt
pampers dry skin. Bath salt made from natural ingredients contains
only what you really need. 

Mineral salt revitalizes blood circulation, triggers muscle tension and
moisturizes dry skin, making it softer and more vibrant. Mineral salt is
also said to help with swelling.

The fragrance world of the product takes you into a fresh coniferous
forest. You can distinguish between pine needles and fresh bergamot
and lemon. The bath salt is scented with genuine essential oils to help
you enjoy an aromatherapy bath at home. The product is also suitable
for use in foot or hand baths.

Bath salt pine & citrus, 160g
MOQ: 10 pcs



SCENT DIFFUSER 

Diffuser with essential oils of pine & juniper

Biodegradable room fragrance with essential oils.
Finally a room fragrance with a biodegradable base and real essential
oils! 
The fragrance of the IKIMETSÄ scent diffuser is wooded and the power
comes from the hum of conifers and the diverse and soothing elements
of the green land. The Unisex scent is suitable for large and small
spaces and the intensity of the scent can be adjusted with the number
of sticks.

Inspired by Finnish forests: the scent of pine, juniper and spruce has
been emphasized in the scent world. In addition, the fragrance
combines warm and sweet vetiver with luxurious cedar. Together, these
make the room fragrance intense, aromatic and upright.

The aroma is strong to make it rise slowly along the narrow neck of the
bottle, which increases the life of the product.

Scent diffuser, 100 ml
MOQ: 10 pcs



SCENT DROPS

100 % essential oil blend

Scent Drops is a unique 100% essential oil blend that combines a pure
coniferous forest with a sweet citrus scent. The scent of the perennial
forest is the result of long-term product development and has been
inspired by Finnish forests and its various strata. The main scent is the
nuances of different conifers and the sweet citrus freshness at the
bottom.

The real essential oils of the scent relax and soothe the mind - as the
forest does. The Unisex fragrance is suitable for large and small spaces
and the cap of the pipette bottle makes it easy to control the number of
drops.

To use: Add 2-3 drops to the aroma stone. In an electric diffuser, 3-5
drops in about a deciliter of water.

Scent drop, 15 ml
MOQ: 10 pcs



INTERNATIONAL & SCANDINAVIAN SALES

Laura Kivimäki-Vartiainen
laura@seescompany.fi
tel. +358 40 726 7525

BUSINESS INQUIRIES, COLLABORATIONS & MARKETING

Elisa Koivumaa
elisa@seescompany.fi
tel. +3540 575 5550

OFFICE AND SHOW ROOM
Ebisu Oy
Punavuorenkatu 20
00150 Helsinki, Finland
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